
 

Age and gut bacteria contribute to multiple
sclerosis disease progression
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Demyelination by MS. The CD68 colored tissue shows several macrophages in
the area of the lesion. Original scale 1:100. Credit: CC BY-SA 3.0 Marvin
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Researchers at Rutgers Robert Wood Johnson Medical School published
a study suggesting that gut bacteria at young age can contribute to
multiple sclerosis (MS) disease onset and progression.
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In this study, published in the October 31 issue of the Proceedings of the
National Academy of Sciences, Sudhir Yadav PhD, a neuroimmunology
post-doctoral fellow in the laboratories of Drs. Kouichi Ito, associate
professor of neurology, and Suhayl Dhib-Jalbut, professor and chair of
neurology, tested mice that were engineered to have a pre-disposition for
MS. Because mice would not normally develop MS, researchers used MS-
associated risk genes from real patients to genetically engineer mice for
this study. Dr. Ito created this unique model of genetically engineered
mice to specifically study the cause of MS.

At first, when the genetically modified mice were put in a sterile, germ-
free environment, they did not develop MS. When exposed to a normal
environment that would normally contain bacteria, the mice did develop
MS-like disease and inflammation in their bowels, suggesting gut
bacteria is a risk factor that triggers MS disease development.

The study showed a link between gut bacteria and MS-like disease
incidence, which was more prominent at a younger age, when MS is also
more prevalent. The younger mice were more prone to develop MS than
the older mice. Together, age, gut bacteria, and MS-risk genes
collaboratively seem to trigger disease. This study is also the first to
identify mechanisms by which gut bacteria triggers changes in the
immune system that underlie MS progression.

"The findings could have therapeutic implications on slowing down MS
progression by manipulating gut bacteria," says Suhayl Dhib-Jalbut,
Director of Rutgers-Robert Wood Johnson Center for Multiple Sclerosis.
Future research could lead to the elimination of harmful types of gut
bacteria that wereshown to cause MS progression, or conversely enhance
beneficial bacteria that protects from disease progression. The
investigators recently received NIH funding to examine their findings in
MS patients.
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  More information: Sudhir K. Yadav et al. Gut dysbiosis breaks
immunological tolerance toward the central nervous system during young
adulthood, Proceedings of the National Academy of Sciences (2017). 
DOI: 10.1073/pnas.1615715114
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